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INTRODUCTION:

ABOUT THE CRYSTAL VISIONS TAROT

The Crystal Visions Tarot was created with
the intention of combining art that is unique
from traditional systems, yet straightforward
enough to make it easy for new readers to learn
the Tarot. Since many readers have come to
form strong associations with the Rider-Waite®
deck, the Crystal Visions Tarot remains true to
this classic 78-card system in much of its symbolism, as well as in card and suit names and
numbering. Within the deck, each suit has a
vibrant and consistent color scheme, in order
to be easily recognizable within a spread. Symbols and imagery are also used to represent the
elemental aspects of each suit in order to aid the
novice in forming associations with the cards,
and the individual suits.
The name, Crystal Visions Tarot, was inspired by singer/songwriter Stevie Nicks’ CD,
Crystal Visions, which was released right around
the time Jennifer was planning the deck. Upon
hearing the title of the CD, it resonated with
Jennifer as a possible title for her Tarot deck.
Jennifer attributes much of her initial interest
in the spiritual realm to Stevie’s haunting voice,
ethereal nature, and poetic lyrics. The artwork
of Crystal Visions Tarot also incorporates

Jennifer’s interest in crystal balls. Although
Tarot and scrying are different forms of divination, “Crystal Visions” has a double meaning
in that it also suggests clear visions, which she
thought was very appropriate to the Tarot.
Jennifer is a fantasy artist and illustrator, so
the artwork of the deck is fantastical, with many
of the images derived from the elements. Although she wouldn’t necessarily label it a Faerie
deck, much of the imagery is suggestive of the
Faerie realm.

THE MAJOR ARCANA
0 ✢ THE FOOL

The Fool represents taking a chance, unlimited potential, enthusiasm, naïveté, blind faith,
spontaneity, and a zest for life. The Fool is at the
beginning of the journey, facing many adventures and choices. She looks around, marveling
at the beauty of her surroundings, She watches
the flight of the butterflies, delighting in their
freedom. She is completely unaware of the danger that faces her as she nears stepping off a cliff
into the unknown. This card symbolizes taking
a leap of faith and cautions to be more aware of
ever-present dangers.
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REVERSED: Signifies reckless behavior, blind
optimism, and a total disregard for reality. The
Fool is living in a dream world, and is in danger
of colliding with a rude awakening.

I ✢ THE MAGICIAN

The Magician represents creative power and
determination. The Magician, strong willed and
ambitious, reminds us of our ability to harness
the power of the Universe in order to manifest
our dreams and desires. The Magician represents all of the elements of the universe: fire,
water, air, earth, and spirit as represented by his
tools: cup, wand, pentacle, and sword. This is a
card of potential and impact and reminds us to
grasp opportunities and take action consciously
and deliberately.
REVERSED: Refers to someone who abuses
their power, is completely domineering, and
lacking regard for the feelings of others. There
is an air of entitlement about them.

II ✢ THE HIGH PRIESTESS

The High Priestess represents mystery, the
unconscious, intuition, and divine realms. She
brings a sense of calm to our lives, and helps
us find deeper meaning through understandMajor Arcana 5

ing, wisdom, and knowledge. The keeper of all
things magick, the High Priestess stands upon
a crescent moon, symbolizing intuition, psychic
force and unseen energy. She holds a pomegranate in one hand, and an ankh staff in the other,
and is surrounded by butterflies; all symbols of
rebirth and eternal life.
REVERSED: The High Priestess can signify
someone who is not as deep as they appear, or
uses their keen senses and intuitive abilities
to control and manipulate. There is a sense of
falseness, superficiality, and entitlement about
the High Priestess when she appears reversed.

III ✢ THE EMPRESS

The Empress represents femininity, abundance,
nurturing, harmony, luxury, beauty and grace.
She is an Earth Mother, representing this world
and that of the senses. The Goddess of fertility,
the Empress is portrayed with child, surrounded
by greenery and ripe wheat. She holds a heartshaped charm and a triskele scepter, symbolizing both life and rebirth and the power of the
Triple Goddess. The Empress wears a necklace
adorned with the symbol of Venus, as well as a
crown of stars. She stands beneath a pomegranate tree, a symbol of fertility, while one foot
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stands firmly on land and the other dips into
the river of life.
REVERSED: Reversed in a spread, the Empress
indicates danger or laziness, frivolity, promiscuity and superficiality. The Empress reversed is
vain, self-centered, and unrefined.

IV ✢ THE EMPEROR

Structured, protective and authoritative, the
Emperor is the ultimate guardian and patriarch.
Holding an ankh staff in his right hand, the
symbol of life everlasting, the Emperor balances
an orb with his left, representing the world he
rules and protects. The eagle carries another
orb, representing the power, dominance, and
vision of the Emperor. A crown bearing the
horns of a ram, a symbol of assuredness and
intelligence, adorns the Emperor’s head. He
stands sure-footed, protecting his domain.
REVERSED: When the Emperor appears reversed in a spread, it indicates someone who has
become an aggressive dictator in dealing with
others. The balance of authority and sensitivity
of the Emperor is gone and one is left with only
vanity and intolerance.
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V ✢ THE HIEROPHANT

The Hierophant represents religious tradition, order, rules and orthodox dogma. He is
a conformist and a traditionalist who upholds
religious standards, ritual and ceremony. Wise
and learned, it is his duty to uphold and pass on
ancient beliefs. The Hierophant offers a blessing
while a candle burns to his right with the symbol of universal beliefs. The triple-cross staff to
his left symbolizes the trinity found in so many
religions. Crossed keys on the Hierophant’s
mitre symbolize the unlocking of wisdom and
higher truths.
REVERSED: The Hierophant reversed indicates someone looking for spirituality outside
the dogma of traditional religions. Possibly they
feel confined by the rules and ritual of their old
religion, and are looking for a belief system that
allows a bit more freedom.

VI ✢ THE LOVERS

The Lovers card represents a strong connection
to another person, through a physical attraction, deep love or kinship, empathic connection,
or strong friendship. It is the card of soul mates
and seeing yourself in another person. The two
people depicted in the card are bound by the
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ties held by two doves, much like the ties in a
handfasting, or marriage ceremony. They symbolize that two are better, stronger and more
complete than one alone.
REVERSED: The Lovers reversed can represent
a destructive relationship where obsession, jealousy, and control are at play. Instead of a union
where each person flourishes, in this partnership each is stifled by mistrust, manipulation,
and possibly abuse.

VII ✢ THE CHARIOT

The Chariot is a card of victory, self-confidence,
success, focus, control and authority. This
card represents the achievement of one’s goals
through self-discipline, assertiveness, and perseverance. The feminine character portrayed in
this card is is a self-assured warrior. The Chariot
card depicts dichotomies, especially conflicting
emotions, represented by the black and white
horses veering off into different directions.
The charioteer does not seem concerned as she
holds the reins with only one hand. She has all
the control and willpower she needs to attain
victory.
REVERSED: When the Chariot appears reversed, it can indicate a ruthless approach to
Major Arcana 9

achieving one’s goals. The charioteer is no longer
balanced and in control, and the chariot is like a
runaway train in pursuit of selfish gains.

VIII ✢ STRENGTH

The card of Strength refers to inner strength
and courage. Patience, kindness, confidence
and willpower all represent the strength of the
mind, as opposed to physical power. The card of
Strength depicts a woman kneeling beside a lion
atop a cliff. She rests her left hand on the lion’s
face, cupping his chin, unafraid that he will do
her harm. In her right hand she holds a staff
with an orb and a lemniscate, both symbols of
infinity. The eagles soaring above them are birds
of power, vision, and determination.
REVERSED: Strength reversed can represent
weakness of mind, body or spirit. Possibly one
feels tired, drained, and vulnerable, and like a
wild animal, lashes out from a sense of fear and
insecurity.

IX ✢ THE HERMIT

The Hermit represents retreat from the world
into solitude to search within oneself for deeper
meaning. It is a time to put projects on hold, get
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rid of distractions and concentrate on introspection and meditation in order to re-evaluate
one’s goals and current path. The Hermit is
portrayed sitting alone on a mountaintop, gazing down at the world below, in order to gain
a greater perspective and deeper understanding
of the universe.
REVERSED: A reversed Hermit card can indicate a feeling of imprisonment and isolation.
Fear and anxiety may cause someone to withdraw when deep down they truly long for companionship.

X ✢ WHEEL OF FORTUNE

The Wheel of Fortune represents fate, destiny, opportunities, change in luck, spiritual
growth, vision and enlightenment. The wheel
represents cycles, karma, as well as changes in
direction and movement. The card shows the
wheel with twelve sections, each with a symbol of the zodiac. The outer rim shows the
four elemental symbols representing water,
air, fire, and earth. When hard work and perseverance meet the good timing of the Wheel
of Fortune, life-changing opportunities can
arise. All of these forces in the universe spin the
wheel of fortune and help shape our destiny.
Major Arcana 11

REVERSED: The reversed Wheel of Fortune
card can indicate that someone has lost balance
in some area of life. They may feel as though
their instincts are wrong, intuition is off, and
their timing is bad. It is important to pause in
order to get back into step with the universe.

XI ✢ JUSTICE

The card of Justice represents fairness, honesty,
and acting in an ethical manner. Justice means
weighing all sides before making important
decisions. It also means being accountable,
and taking responsibility for actions. Justice is
shown with a sword and scales, traditional symbols of the card of Justice. She stands balancing
on loose rocks above a river of truth, representing the fine balance it takes to find the truth.
Even though events in our life may seem unjust,
there is a divine order to the universe.
REVERSED: When Justice appears reversed it
indicates some kind of injustice. Perhaps the
person in question has not been completely honest about an issue, or has made, or been subject
to, a rash decision based on selfishness or bias.
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XII ✢ THE HANGED MAN

The Hanged Man represents a period of suspension, indecision, sacrifice, and surrender. It is
time to let go and find acceptance in situations
in which one no longer has control. Change
perspective or old ways of thinking in order to
find freedom and continued growth. The figure
could struggle to break free but instead he hangs
suspended. Through sacrifice and surrender he
empowers himself with a new outlook on life.
REVERSED: When the Hanged Man appears
reversed in a spread, it can indicate that a period of indecision or sacrifice is over. Acceptance
has been obtained and one is ready to move forward in a new direction.

XIII ✢ DEATH

The Death card represents an end to something in order to give way to change. This can
mean ending a relationship, a chapter in your
life, a habit, or way of thinking. The Death card
is often viewed with fear, but it is truly a card
of metamorphosis and growth. A dark angel
reads the tombstone inscription which means
“Life is Changed, Not Taken Away.” The butterflies are symbols of life, renewal, and change.
Major Arcana 13

REVERSED: When reversed, the Death card
can indicate resistance to change and refusing
to let go of something that is no longer viable
or productive. The fear of change may keep you
on your current path, even if that path is completely self-destructive.

XIV ✢ TEMPERANCE

The card of Temperance signifies maintaining
balance, practicing moderation, and combining forces. The figure portrayed on the card
tempers a chalice of water and a chalice of fire.
She combines the two in just the right balance
that, instead of the water putting out the fire,
together they create a rainbow. She sits with
one foot on dry land, the material world, and
one foot in the water, the subconscious.
REVERSED: When Temperance appears reversed in a spread, balance and moderation have
gone out the window, and the person in question
may be experiencing extremes in one or more
areas of their life. It’s important to scale back
in order to regain harmony and equilibrium.

XV ✢ THE DEVIL

The Devil represents an attachment to earthly
desires, temptation, being bound in hopeless14 Major Arcana

ness or materialism, and ignorance. This card
often means you are in an unhealthy situation,
which you refuse to see for what it is. The Devil
card portrays Pan playing his flute, as a seductress tempts you to enter the Devil’s garden by
offering the fruit of the pomegranate tree. Once
you’ve chosen the Devil’s offering, it is difficult
to turn back.
REVERSED: When the Devil appears reversed
in a spread, it can signify spiritual growth and
a shift in morality. Perhaps in recognizing your
own shallowness, frivolity, and depravity you
are moved to find a deeper meaning to life and
a higher purpose.

XVI ✢ THE TOWER

The Tower represents upheaval, disaster, reversal in fortune, or a striking revelation. A
monumental change or shift reverses the current false or shaky situation in order to pave the
way for new opportunities. Your perception of
this drastic change determines how you adapt
to the new circumstances. The card shows a
tower built on a weak foundation, crumbling
down around itself. The gulls must fly off into
the unknown to look for another place to rest.
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REVERSED: When the Tower appears reversed
in a spread it can indicate that one is aware of
the disaster that awaits them and is helpless to
change the situation. The only option is to survive and accept that the change will forge a new,
more positive path.

XVII ✢ THE STAR

The Star represents hope, inspiration, generosity, serenity, and faith. The Star helps you
to reflect on your blessings to foster a positive
outlook. The card depicts a woman surrounded
by eight stars. Eight is the number of strength,
which is needed to accept one’s imperfections,
and build self esteem in spite of them. The
woman pours a cup of water into a larger pool
of water, representing our subconscious and
emotional state. With the other cup, she pours
water onto dry land, representing our presence
here on earth.
REVERSED: When the Star appears reversed,
it can indicate a sense of hopelessness and lost
inspiration. Possibly one has become disillusioned and pessimistic, with a bleak outlook.
Focusing on one’s blessings can restore gratitude, generosity and hopefulness.
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XVIII ✢ THE MOON

The Moon is the card of dreams, the subconscious, psychic abilities, and intuition. The
Moon card portrays a Moon Goddess standing
before the thinly-veiled portal of our subconscious. She beckons us to find our inner voice
and reach higher levels of enlightenment. The
Moon does not fully illuminate our path so we
must rely on instinct to find our way. Representing our wild nature, wolves stand in a field of
moonflowers, baying at the moon above. Much
like the phases of the Moon, our emotions are
changeable and dictated by our subconscious
motivations. We must face our past fears head
on in order to continue on our journey.
REVERSED: When the Moon appears reversed
it can indicate severely repressed emotions, or
unhealthy motives. Abuse of substances in order
to numb the pain instead of dealing with tough
issues may also be a factor. It can also refer to
bad energy or a psychic attack against the person in question.

XIX ✢ THE SUN

The Sun represents enlightenment, finding the
truth, deep insight, and everything that encourages one to shine brightly. Confidence, high
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energy, self-assuredness, personal glory, good
health, vitality, and bliss are all aspects of the
Sun card. A woman holds her son in a field of
sunflowers as the sun warms their backs. The
child fulfills and delights her, reminding her of
the wonders and joys of her childhood and all
that is most important in life.
REVERSED: When the Sun appears reversed
it can indicate over-confidence to the point of
being egotistical and entitled without merit.
Depression or ill health may also be indicated.

XX ✢ JUDGMENT

Judgment represents absolution, atonement,
and rebirth. It is now time to leave the past behind, along with any guilt and grievances, make
amends, and move forward. It’s time to make a
tough decision, a judgment call, or a fresh start.
The card depicts an angel with a trumpet of
judgment standing in a field of lilies while spirits
fly above. Through death comes new life, and a
higher calling.
REVERSED: When Judgment appears reversed
in a spread, it can indicate a lack of atonement
for one’s sins and with it, negative karma. One
will only be absolved if repentance and forgiveness are sought.
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XXI ✢ THE WORLD

The World symbolizes the culmination of the
Fool’s journey. It is the card of universal understanding and the highest level of consciousness
that can be achieved. The World brings with it
completion of a cycle and the promise of a new
beginning. The character depicted in this card
sits on top of the world in the lotus pose. She
appears to be meditating, listening to the hum
of the universe. She wears a necklace with the
Hindu symbol “Om” symbolizing the most perfect integration of mind, body and spirit.
REVERSED: When the World appears reversed
in a spread, it can indicate that one is close to
completing the cycle and seeing the big picture.
However, there are still things one doesn’t fully
understand and necessary steps to take in order
to finish the journey.

THE UNKNOWN CARD

The Crystal Visions deck includes one Unknown Card, which represents an answer that’s
not yet meant to be revealed. It can signify
something from the past that one may not fully
understand, or something that will happen
soon. Wherever the Unknown Card falls within
a spread will indicate what area still needs to
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unfold and that further steps need to be taken
in order to clarify the bigger picture. The Unknown Card can also signify the importance
of one looking deeper into the issue at hand in
order to find answers. It can also represent the
importance of moving forward with an open
mind and without bias.
The figure in the card beckons the querent to
take a look into her crystal ball, however, the
image in the ball is cloudy and unclear. With
time, patience, and introspection, the picture
will soon be revealed.

THE SUIT OF CUPS
The Suit of Cups represents emotions, love,
connections, the subconscious and relationships. Cups relate to the element of water and
therefore correspond to the astrological signs of
Pisces, Cancer, and Scorpio. The symbols used
in the cards of this suit are different phases of
the moon, enchanted coves, water lilies, and
dragonflies. The scene is dusk, with the sunsetcolored skies and Spanish moss turning an inlet
into a romantic place to reveal your emotions
and find spiritual growth. The Suit of Cups in
this deck corresponds with the season of spring.
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ACE OF CUPS

The Ace of Cups represents new love, reflection, an outpouring of emotions, or renewal.
This card signifies acknowledging or expressing
one’s feelings, empathizing with others, or finetuning your intuition. This is a time for new
spiritual and emotional growth, a new partnership, marriage, or the mending of a relationship.
The card portrays a full cup, overflowing onto
the water lily upon which it sits. The phases of
the moon adorn the cup, representing the different aspects of our emotions.
REVERSED: When the Ace of Cups appears
reversed, it can indicate a delay in starting a
new relationship or starting a new relationship too hastily, without giving enough thought
to the appropriateness of the new connection.

TWO OF CUPS

The Two of Cups, much like the Lovers card,
represents a connection, an attraction, or a
common bond. It could be a marriage, a union,
a deep friendship or partnership. The Two of
Cups can also represent a truce or forgiving
someone close to you. This card portrays a man
and a woman sharing their emotions, as repreMinor Arcana  Cups 21

sented by their cups. The feeling is one of a romantic or sexual attraction.
REVERSED: When the Two of Cups is reversed,
it can signify a rift or argument between two
people. It can also represent one person valuing
the relationship more than the other, or areas of
incompatibility arising between partners.

THREE OF CUPS

The Three of Cups represents a celebration,
friendship, social invitations, pregnancy, or a
birth. It represents an accomplishment, good
fortune, or a connection with others. Happiness, sharing, reflection, love, and abundance
are the themes of this card. This card shows
three maidens sitting by the water, each with
a cup in hand. They are sharing a moment together, enjoying each other’s company.
REVERSED: When reversed, the Three of Cups
can signify overindulgence, especially with alcohol or drugs, and a lack of self-control. It could
be an attempt to escape from the unpleasant
aspects of one’s life. However, self-destruction
and avoidance will only make problems worse
in the long run.
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FOUR OF CUPS

The Four of Cups is a card of apathy, indifference, boredom, or self-centeredness. It can also
be a card of introspection and withdrawal during times of uncertainty. The figure in the card
is staring mindlessly at the water lily floating
in the large cup in front of her, unaware of the
three cups behind her.
REVERSED: When the Four of Cups appears
reversed in a spread, it can represent a new desire and inner motivation. The sense of apathy
has lifted, and suddenly there is a renewed sense
of enthusiasm.

FIVE OF CUPS

The Five of Cups represent a feeling of loss, lack
of fulfillment, or falling short of a goal. The card
represents a feeling of emptiness, guilt, and despair. The figure here focuses her attention on
her loss. In her grief she is blind to the two full
cups being offered to her. This card depicts a
pessimistic attitude and wasting energy on negative emotions.
REVERSED: When the Five of Cups appears
reversed in a spread, it can represent letting
go of the past and appreciating lessons learned
from a previous hurt or past mistakes. RecogMinor Arcana  Cups 23

nizing the two remaining cups allows you to
continue onward.

SIX OF CUPS

Six of Cups is a card of nostalgia and pleasant
childhood memories. It can represent remembering something happy from the past, reconnecting with old friends, or simply a desire to
feel like a child again. The figure portrayed here
looks back wistfully, seeing her self as she once
was. She is tempted to go back to the safe environment of her youth, yet she knows she must
continue forward, into the unknown.
REVERSED: When the Six of Cups appears reversed in a spread, it can signify a reluctance to
move forward, and an unnatural attachment to
the past. One may be idealizing the past to avoid
painful changes. These changes, however, allow
one to grow and ultimately become stronger
and more fulfilled.

SEVEN OF CUPS

The Seven of Cups is a card of imagination,
dreams, and flights of fancy. This card indicates
that the person in question is scattering their
energies or is dealing with too many options.
It represents living in a dream world, avoiding
responsibilities, and creating illusions. The card
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portrays a woman hitching a ride on the back
of a dragon. As she flies, a sprite offers her a
cup but she doesn’t reach for it. She refuses to
touch ground and face her true emotions. She’s
perfectly content where she remains, flying
through the clouds.
REVERSED: When the Seven of Cups appears
reversed, it can represent a refocusing of one’s
priorities and a more realistic worldview. It can
signify grounding oneself and focusing one’s energies in a more productive manner.

EIGHT OF CUPS

The Eight of Cups represents sadness and
abandoning the old in search of a deeper meaning, solitude, and change. Weary with the way
things have been, one is urged to leave part of
the past behind in search of something more
fulfilling. In this card of transition, the figure
portrayed in the card emerges from the water
cautiously, with a bit of sadness and reluctance.
REVERSED: When the Eight of Cups appears
reversed in a spread, it can represent an intense
fear of change and of letting go of the past, even
if the past is destructive. The Eight of Cups reversed can also indicate a fear of commitment
and intimacy.
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NINE OF CUPS

Traditionally the wish card, the Nine of Cups
represents achieving goals and having your
dreams come true. Once a wish is granted, however, what you wished for may no longer be
what you need or desire. This card also cautions
that what you put out into the universe, you
get back. The figure portrayed in this card sits
contentedly in a cove making a wish. As the
dandelion’s fluff spirals around her toward the
full moon, she is confident that her wishes will
soon be granted.
REVERSED: When the Nine of Cups appears
reversed in a spread, it can symbolize a delay in
reaching a goal or having a dream actualize. It
can also represent unrealistic expectations or
lofty desires.

TEN OF CUPS

The Ten of Cups is a card of joy, peace, fulfillment, happiness, and family. It is a perfect
blending of love and friendship. It is the culmination of the relationship that began with
the Two of Cups. It is truly the card of “happily
ever after.” In this card, the mother cuddles her
baby close by her cheek as the father holds them
both, looking at them adoringly. They are in a
serene setting surrounded by cups, pure abun26 Minor Arcana  Cups

dance, and unlimited blessings.
REVERSED: When the Ten of Cups appears reversed in a spread, it can symbolize disharmony
or incompatibility. Possibly one partner feels
more committed than the other, perhaps viewing
the relationship through rose-colored glasses.

PAGE OF CUPS

The Page of Cups signifies the beginning of a relationship, usually romantic or spiritual. It can
also indicate a possible new birth. The Page is a
messenger, a sensitive soul, open to honest and
heartfelt communication. It’s important to be
open-minded and receptive to new opportunities. The figure in the pool of water concentrates
on a cup glowing with the message that she
needs to receive or convey. She reminds us to be
loving, intimate, gentle and emotional.
REVERSED: When the Page of Cups appears
reversed in a spread, it can symbolize a turning
inward and a desire to spend time alone. It can
indicate a decline of social invitations or communications between friends.

KNIGHT OF CUPS

The Knight of Cups is gallant, chivalrous, sensitive and strong. This “Knight in shining armor”
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brings a romantic invitation or request. He is
capable of sweeping women off their feet, however, he is ruled by his heart, and can be fickle
with his emotions. While the Knight is a passionate, poetic, and romantic dreamer, he can
also be temperamental, overly sensitive and
prone to fantasy.
REVERSED: When the Knight of Cups appears
reversed in a spread, it can represent a manipulative or insincere person. This person can be an
unfaithful womanizer who fears true intimacy
and commitment.

QUEEN OF CUPS

The Queen of Cups is warm, sensitive, and
highly emotional. She’s a gentle nurturer and
an empathetic caregiver. The Queen of Cups is
loved by all, as she is always honest and fair. She
is a poetic dreamer, a warm and loving spouse,
and a compassionate mother to all. The Queen
of Cups sits upon a rock in an inlet under the
light of the full moon, surrounded by water lilies and dragonflies. In her left hand she holds a
cup, in her right, a trident staff.
REVERSED: The reversed Queen of Cups can
represent someone who is overly emotional,
naïve, and easily manipulated. Instead of helping
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those truly in need, she aids anyone who feeds
her a hard-luck story, even if their intentions
are self-serving. She leaves herself vulnerable to
dishonest abusers of her kindness.

KING OF CUPS

The King of Cups is strong, wise, patient, honorable, and kind. The King is highly intuitive
and compassionate, but keeps his emotions
balanced in order to rule in the fair and just
manner of a king. He is an intelligent and diplomatic leader, able to diffuse tensions and keep
the peace. He sits on a throne of reeds with one
leg in the water, the other firmly on a rock.
REVERSED: The reversed King of Cups can signify someone who is overprotective and overly
emotional. He is easily swayed by sentiment,
and may lack a balance between his head and
his heart. He is prone to spoiling the people he
loves, and taking care of them to a point of overdependence.

THE SUIT OF SWORDS
The Suit of Swords represents the intellect,
communication, conflict and resolution, action,
change, force, power, oppression and ambition.
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Swords relate to the element of air and therefore
correspond to the astrological signs of Aquarius,
Gemini, and Libra. The symbols used in this
suit are birds, in particular, ravens, butterflies,
and winged and armored characters. The scene
is stark and gray, with cloudy skies and snowcovered, rocky terrain. Through this, roses, both
dangerous and beautiful, continue to grow, and
daylight continues to break through, signifying
a promise of hope to end conflict and strife. The
Suit of Swords in this deck corresponds with the
season of winter.

ACE OF SWORDS

The Ace of Swords represents using the power
of the intellect in a just and righteous manner. It
indicates resolving a situation, being steadfast,
and achieving victory. The Ace represents new
beginnings, a new point of view, or inspiration.
REVERSED: The Ace of Swords reversed may
mean the timing is wrong to begin something
new, or a new venture is delayed. It can also
indicate forcing an issue or trying too hard to
begin something new without letting things
take their natural course.
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TWO OF SWORDS

The Two of Swords represents reaching an impasse or stalemate. The woman pictured in the
card is calm and stable minded, as portrayed by
the balanced swords. She is refusing to see the
problem at hand, therefore avoiding making a
decision. The two ravens fly in opposite directions, signifying the two different paths she is
facing.
REVERSED: When the Two of Swords appears
reversed, it can indicate that a difficult situation or relationship has been resolved and/or a
difficult decision has been made. The fog of uncertainty has cleared and the impasse has lifted.

THREE OF SWORDS

The Three of Swords represents heartbreak, a
painful separation, disappointment, betrayal or
abandonment. The figure portrayed on the card
is experiencing extreme grief over a loss. The
ravens fly away leaving her to suffer alone. The
Three of Swords deals with the consequences
of the difficult choice represented in the Two
of Swords. It is necessary to mourn the loss so
that you can release the pain and move forward.
REVERSED: The Three of Swords reversed can
indicate a refusal to leave a painful situation. It
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can also represent a recovery from heartbreak,
grief, or disappointment.

FOUR OF SWORDS

The Four of Swords indicates recuperation, reflection, and withdrawal. The woman depicted
in the card is resting and recharging both her
body and mind so that she can move forward in
her journey. She has done battle and needs time
to heal. Taking a step back from the situation
is necessary in order to review the next course
of action.
REVERSED: When the Four of Swords appears
reversed a period of recuperation and recovery
is complete. The card can signify increasing
strength and vitality and a feeling of renewal.

FIVE OF SWORDS

The Five of Swords represents betrayal, subterfuge, or someone who cheats or uses an
unfair advantage to win. We must look out
for ourselves and try to claim what is rightfully ours, yet hurting others in our own
self-interest will lead to a shallow victory.
The card depicts a woman who is stabbed in the
back as her assailant takes off with three swords.
He seems pleased with his victory, yet pauses to
look back.
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REVERSED: When the Five of Swords appears
reversed in a spread, it can represent a person
forgiving someone for a wrongdoing. It can also
signify one’s name being cleared. The real villain
will be exposed and the victim will be vindicated.

SIX OF SWORDS

The Six of Swords represents a period of transition and moving away from something in your
past. There is a sense of sadness from leaving
something behind, but also anticipation for the
journey forward. The figure in the card looks to
see six birds flying toward her. As the clouds part
to give way to light, she leaves her swords behind.
REVERSED: When the Six of Swords appears
reversed, it can represent a delay in a trip, a
return from a trip, or a delay in action. It can
indicate a refusal to accept help out of a tough
situation, or resistance to moving forward or
making a decision.

SEVEN OF SWORDS

The Seven of Swords is a card of deception,
opposition and treachery. It is often the result
of overconfidence, hasty actions, and careless
planning. The man hangs tightly to one sword
as he stoops to grab another while five ravens
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taunt him with the other swords they have
stolen. Although you may feel defeated or betrayed, you should cut your losses and move on.
REVERSED: When the Seven of Swords is reversed, it can indicate regaining what one has
lost through deceptive actions. It represents a
“settling of the score” after one has been taken
advantage of or victimized.

EIGHT OF SWORDS

The Eight of Swords is a card of restriction, feeling bound, helpless and vulnerable. The woman
portrayed in this card is being held captive. The
ravens seem to be her captor, but in actuality,
she is the one imprisoning herself. Her legs are
bound loosely enough so that she is still free to
move and amid the eight swords that seemingly
trap her, there is a gap large enough for her to
pass. Her blindfold prevents her from seeing a
way out of her situation.
REVERSED: When the Eight of Swords appears reversed in a spread, it can represent a
freedom from self-imposed restrictions. One
has gained the courage, insight and independence they need to break free from the ties that
have been binding them. They are now free to
continue forward on their journey.
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NINE OF SWORDS

The Nine of Swords is a card of guilt, anguish,
and regret. The figure portrayed in the card has
taken to the ground in despair. She is paralyzed
by fear and doubt, unable to move forward. The
ravens perch on the swords that surround her,
looking on, assessing her pain. They wait for her
to pick up the ninth sword that rests by her side
and move on.
REVERSED: When the Nine of Swords appears
reversed in a spread, it can signify a relief from
the plague of distress. The pain, anguish and regret of the Nine of Swords lifts when you forgive
yourself and move forward.

TEN OF SWORDS

The Ten of Swords depicts the lowest point of
a situation or person’s rock bottom. It is necessary for something to end, in order to give way
to change and new beginnings. It can also mean
that a person is feeling like a victim or a martyr. The card portrays a woman, stricken by ten
swords, face down and bloody in the snow. Although this card may seem bleak, the clouds in
the dark sky are parting to give way to the sunlight, indicating hope.
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REVERSED: The Ten of Swords reversed can
indicate that one is ready to recover from a truly
devastating situation. The person is stronger
than ever and has learned valuable lessons.

PAGE OF SWORDS

This Page of Swords is a forceful communicator,
who is assertive, and represents a test of wills.
Although young, she has learned to be just and
forthright. She uses her sharp wit and intellect
to solve problems and diffuse conflict. Although
her surroundings seem turbulent as the ravens
fly in a disturbed pattern, she remains calm and
ready for action.
REVERSED: The Page of Swords reversed can
represent someone who is angry, argumentative
and hostile. Misunderstandings and aggressive
exchanges may be involved. A lack of objectivity, resistance, and rash interactions are likely
when this card is reversed.

KNIGHT OF SWORDS

The Knight of Swords represents forceful action and unyielding energy. He is aggressive and
can be overbearing, yet he is charismatic, truthful, and intelligent. The Knight rides a winged
horse through the clouds, followed by an army
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of ravens. His sword is drawn, and he’s ready
for action, although no opposition is in sight.
REVERSED: The reversed Knight of Swords
can signify an overly-aggressive person, with a
total lack of self-control and objectivity. It indicates someone defending his point of view in a
hostile manner, without regard for anyone else’s
opinion.

QUEEN OF SWORDS

The Queen of Swords is stern but feminine. She
rules with her head, not her heart, yet she is not
without compassion. She is wise and fair, honest and forthright. She’s ready for battle when
necessary, though she prefers to keep matters
civilized. The clouds of conflict part, illuminating the Queen of Swords with the light of hope.
REVERSED: The reversed Queen of Swords
can represent a lack of compassion and a bitterness with no mercy. Jealousy, vindictiveness,
and distrust are traits often seen when this card
is reversed.

KING OF SWORDS

The King of Swords is a calm and powerful ruler, who prefers tactical use of his intellect over
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flamboyant displays of emotions. The King is
stern but just, truthful, and decisive. In his right
hand the King holds a double-edged sword. His
left hand rests calmly upon his knee, donning a
ring of power and royalty.
REVERSED: When the King of Swords appears
reversed, it can signify a lack of righteousness.
The distrustful King often uses his verbal skills
and intellect to manipulate others. His desire
for power turns him into an aggressive and
ruthless leader.

THE SUIT OF PENTACLES
The Suit of Pentacles represents material things
and money, work, business, trade and prosperity. Pentacles relate to the element of earth and
therefore correspond to the astrological signs of
Capricorn, Taurus, and Virgo. The symbols used
in the cards of this suit are earth spirits, dryads,
lush and fruitful trees and plants, wildlife, crystals and gems. The scene is wooded and shady,
where much of the greenery has set its roots
deep into the earth. The Suit of Pentacles in this
deck corresponds with the season of autumn.
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ACE OF PENTACLES

The Ace of Pentacles signifies having the means
to reach a goal or to manifest your dreams. It
represents the ability to attract what you need
in order to prosper while remaining grounded
and down to earth. It is important to be realistic and to trust in the help of reliable people
around you.
REVERSED: When the Ace of Pentacles appears reversed, it can represent a delay in actualizing one’s goals, or an inopportune time to
start a new venture. Patience is needed at this
time in order to achieve success.

TWO OF PENTACLES

The Two of Pentacles represents keeping things
in balance, juggling several things at once, adaptability and the ability to go with the flow. The
card depicts having fun, high spirits, and enjoying life, while rising to meet life’s challenges. A
dancing wood nymph handles her two pentacles with agility and grace, without concern for
tripping up or letting them fall to the ground.
She knows she is capable and conscientious
enough to juggle all the issues that life brings.
REVERSED: The Two of Pentacles reversed can
represent an inability to find balance. It can also
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indicate the desire to move forward on one’s
own, instead of in a partnership. It can also signify simplifying and condensing ideas and projects to focus one’s energies in one main area.

THREE OF PENTACLES

The Three of Pentacles signifies completion of a
short-term goal. This card is a reminder to see
the bigger picture. With careful planning, determination, persistence, and hard work, your
dreams can be achieved. It is important to hone
your skills, stick to a plan, and possibly team up
with others in order to reach prosperity. The
man and woman depicted in this card begin to
build their garden. The woman tends to a young
plant while the man builds a fountain out of a
slab of stone. The little bird holding a seed in
its beak is a symbol of the beginnings of great
things to come.
REVERSED: When the Three of Pentacles appears reversed, it can represent someone who
refuses to take the steps and obtain the knowledge needed to master a skill. It can also signify
someone who is no longer challenged by what
they do, and is therefore plagued by boredom
and disinterest.
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FOUR OF PENTACLES

The Four of Pentacles represents a desire to
maintain control and hang on to one’s possessions. Careful planning and wise spending are
virtues, however, there is a danger of being too
possessive and controlling. The character portrayed here is smug about the prosperity she has
earned. Unwilling to share, she would rather be
alone with her belongings than risk losing them.
REVERSED: The Four of Pentacles reversed
can represent an intense fear of becoming poor,
a lack of trust, and extreme greed. This person
is a slave to their belongings and haunted by irrational fear.

FIVE OF PENTACLES

The Five of Pentacles represents a lack of material prosperity, failure and loss. It can indicate
ill health, loss of a job, and financial insecurity. This card can also indicate feeling alone,
abandoned, anxious, and unwanted. A mother
and child huddled together under a bare tree
are cold, tired, hungry, and possibly homeless.
Though their situation is bleak, they have the
warmth, love and companionship of each other.
They may be materially poor, but spiritually
they prosper.
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REVERSED: When the Five of Pentacles appears reversed in a spread, it can indicate a
return to employment, financial or emotional
security, companionship, or an improvement in
one’s health.

SIX OF PENTACLES

The Six of Pentacles is the card of giving and
receiving, in the form of material possessions, a
loan, or possibly knowledge, advice or emotional
support. This is also the card of the mentor
and protégé, or the benefactor and recipient.
The woman is harvesting the fruits of her labor
and shares this wealth with the hungry birds.
REVERSED: The Six of Pentacles reversed
represents a need to pay back what has been borrowed. If more has been taken than given, then
it’s time to make restitution. It’s also possible that
the assistance received is no longer available.

SEVEN OF PENTACLES

The Seven of Pentacles represents reaching a
goal or milestone. It signifies pausing to re-evaluate the next steps one will take, and the need
to rest after much hard work. The woman rests
under a tree after gathering the bounty from her
garden. She is proud of her efforts but knows
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that consistent work is necessary to maintain
the garden and reap more in the future.
REVERSED: When the Seven of Pentacles appears reversed in a spread, it can represent a
problem stemming from poor planning. It can
also indicate disappointment and lack of desire
to continue with a venture or project.

EIGHT OF PENTACLES

The Eight of Pentacles represent the apprentice
working hard to master a skill. Keen attention
to detail, a willingness to learn, and perseverance are key to becoming an expert. The woman
at her spinning wheel pays special attention and
takes care to do the job correctly. She works
consistently toward greater expertise in her
challenging craft.
REVERSED: When the Eight of Pentacles appears reversed, it can represent frustration and
impatience with one’s lack of improvement. It
can indicate a waning desire to learn or to pursue
a particular craft or line of work. It can also signify an overly critical view of one’s achievements.

NINE OF PENTACLES

The Nine of Pentacles represents someone who
is self-sufficient, refined, and comfortable in her
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surroundings. This woman has built the life that
she visualized for herself, and therefore is fulfilled and content. She resides in the flourishing garden, at harmony with the wildlife she
has tamed. The peacock by her side represents
grace, refinement, and affluence.
REVERSED: When the Nine of Pentacles appears reversed, it can represent disharmony in
the home, financial stresses, or a possible theft.
The usual easy flow of things has been disrupted, and one is jarred into a sense of panic and
discomfort.

TEN OF PENTACLES

The Ten of Pentacles signifies security, affluence, comfort and permanence. A secure
foundation has been laid, and hard work and
careful attention have brought prosperity.
The card depicts a woman sitting comfortably
with her wolf companion in the castle garden.
The buck has no fear of the wolf, knowing it is
where it belongs, and that it is safe and secure.
REVERSED: When the Ten of Pentacles appears reversed, it can represent problems at
home, financial insecurity, and discontent. It
can also signify issues with an inheritance, or
a huge material loss through a disaster or bad
investment.
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PAGE OF PENTACLES

The Page of Pentacles represents the manifestation of dreams, reaching goals, and obtaining
comfort and success. The Page sits high in a lush
tree, which holds the brilliantly jeweled pentacle of her potential. She plays her mandolin,
and enjoys her surroundings, confident that her
enthusiasm for learning will bring prosperity.
REVERSED: When the Page of Pentacles appears reversed, it can indicate insecurity about
one’s abilities to succeed. It can represent bad
timing or a delay in achieving one’s goals. It can
signify a wasting of precious resources of efforts.

KNIGHT OF PENTACLES

The Knight of Pentacles is cautious and thorough, thoughtful and hardworking. The Knight
can be stubborn, with an “all work and no play”
attitude. Although the least romantic of the
Knights, his stability and reliability make him a
loyal and trustworthy partner. The Knight rides
through the woods on horseback, keenly aware
of his surroundings. He carries no weapons,
only his staff to keep his horse on the path.
REVERSED: When this card appears reversed,
it can represent someone who has taken the
characteristics of the Knight of Pentacles to
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the extreme. This can refer to a workaholic, or
someone who is insecure, overly cautious, and
obsessive in nature.

QUEEN OF PENTACLES

The Queen of Pentacles is down-to-earth,
practical, business-minded, financially savvy,
resourceful, and generous. She is nurturing and
supportive of all, most especially children and
animals. The Queen is a true Earth Mother,
cultivating the land and all that live around her.
The Queen of Pentacles depicted in this card
sits upon her tree throne, surrounded by her
dryad ladies-in-waiting. She welcomes everyone with a warm, open heart.
REVERSED: When the Queen of Pentacles appears reversed, she no longer indicates kindness
and generosity, but instead embodies superficiality and materialism. There is insecurity at the
root of this need for status and wealth.

KING OF PENTACLES

The King of Pentacles represents prosperity, success, ambition, and security. The King is reliable,
generous, skillful, knowledgeable in practical
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ing. Seated upon his ancient tree-throne, the
King holds a crystal scepter in his right hand.
Although the King of Pentacles is not overly
sentimental, he is a loving and kind man.
REVERSED: When the King of Pentacles is
reversed, he can indicate a lack of knowledge for
money matters. He can signify someone who is
disorganized or wasteful of resources. It may
also indicate someone who is so wrapped up in
financial success that he may not go about business in a fair and honest manner.

THE SUIT OF WANDS
The Suit of Wands represents creativity, inspiration, artistic endeavors, primal energy,
spirituality, determination, strength, intuition,
ambition, and courage. Wands represent the
element of fire and therefore correspond to the
astrological signs of Aries, Leo, and Sagittarius.
The symbols used in the cards of this suit are
candles, sprites, dragons, lions, unicorns, horses,
crystal balls, and snapdragons. The scene is stark
and mountainous, with red, blazing skies burning with the power of inspiration and creativity. The Suit of Wands in this deck corresponds
with the season of summer.
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ACE OF WANDS

The Ace of Wands represents a new creative
venture or opportunity, inspiration, ambition
and potential. The Ace of Wands encourages us
to move forward toward a goal with enthusiasm
and confidence. It is time to harness creative
energy and move forward, putting fears aside in
order to cultivate a dream.
REVERSED: The reversed Ace of Wands can
represent an opportunity, idea, or enterprise
that isn’t completely fleshed out. It can indicate blocked creativity or inspiration without
a plan to continue forward. An idea or creative
spark may die out if no action is taken to fan
the flames.

TWO OF WANDS

The Two of Wands represents authority, power,
and persuasiveness. This card deals with taking
matters into your own hands. The person represented in this card is a confident trailblazer and
a courageous risk-taker. The Two of Wands can
also represent partnership or collaboration. You
need to make a choice about where you invest
your time, energy, and enthusiasm.
REVERSED: When the Two of Wands appears
reversed, it can represent unfocused energy,
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disorganization, and recklessness. If there is a
partnership involved, it can indicate significant
differences in creative vision and goals.

THREE OF WANDS

The Three of Wands is the card of exploration,
adventure, visionaries, endless possibilities,
and foresight. This card can indicate business
partnership, as well as leadership. The person
in this card looks out at the horizon, as her
crystal catches the light of the sun. She waits to
see what rewards will come after investing her
time, diligence, and passion.
REVERSED: When the Three of Wands appears
reversed, it can represent setbacks and snags in
one’s creative process or business venture. It can
signify a creative block or a temporary shift in
one’s progress.

FOUR OF WANDS

The Four of Wands is a card of rejoicing and celebrating achievements. Traditionally, it signifies
a marriage or a milestone in a relationship. This
card depicts a romantic setting, where a couple
professes their love. The lady’s white horse represents romance and chivalry. The man is her
“Knight in Shining Armor” and she is the one to
whom his heart belongs.
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REVERSED: A reversed Four of Wands can
represent an upset in a relationship, dissolution of a marriage or partnership, or a feeling
of oppression. The Four of Wands reversed can
also indicate a living situation where the couple
chooses not to get married, or a business arrangement that is non-contractual.

FIVE OF WANDS

The Five of Wands is a card of competition, conflict, and power struggles. It represents delays,
annoyances, and arguments. This card depicts
three men and two lions fighting in a field, yet
none of them is out to seriously harm the other.
The men carry wands in order to intimidate,
and the lions show their teeth, but do not go in
for the kill. Each one is simply fighting to gain
the alpha position.
REVERSED: When the Five of Wands appears
reversed, it can represent resolving a conflict
and an end to a power struggle. Anger and hostility has dissipated and a renewed enthusiasm
for the project or enterprise is found.

SIX OF WANDS

The Six of Wands is the card of vindication,
acknowledgment, recognition, and pride border50 MMinor Arcana  Wands

ing on arrogance. The champion emerges from
the struggle as a hero. He stands on a mountaintop holding a torch of victory in one hand, and
a crystal ball in the other, a symbol of vision and
enlightenment. The triumphant lion beside him
is a symbol of strength and power.
REVERSED: The Six of Wands reversed can
represent defeat or loss. Losing a fight or battle
may leave you feeling hopeless. However, the
Six of Wands reversed can also indicate a delay
in reaping the rewards of a victory.

SEVEN OF WANDS

The Seven of Wands deals with conflict and
struggle. In this card, the champion faces six
blazing wands heading straight toward him.
He confronts his attackers with only one blazing spear in hand and a shield to protect him,
however, he sits upon a winged dragon. Even
though he is outnumbered and has been caught
off guard, he has the upper hand.
REVERSED: The Seven of Wands reversed can
represent a feeling of extreme insecurity, disadvantage, or vulnerability. Although this lack of
confidence may be real, the feeling of inferiority
may be exaggerated in one’s imagination.
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EIGHT OF WANDS

The Eight of Wands involves quick, decisive
action, receiving a message, finishing a project,
or reaching a goal. This card portrays eight unicorns stampeding down a mountainside. They
are swift and powerful as they head toward the
valley below, allowing nothing to get in their
way or break their stride.
REVERSED: When the Eight of Wands appears reversed in a spread, it can represent a
slowdown in communications, business, news,
or travel. The Eight of Wands reversed signifies
petty annoyances, frustrations, and miscommunications much like one would experience when
Mercury is retrograde.

NINE OF WANDS

The Nine of Wands is a card of defensiveness,
patience, and perseverance. It warns us to
watch, wait, and proceed carefully. It’s better
to be cautious than to be caught off guard. The
Nine of Wands shows a warrior sitting with her
lion companion, surrounded by nine torches.
Although she appears to be resting, she is actually planning her next course of action, all the
while aware of what is happening around her.
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She keeps a cautious eye in one direction, while
the lion takes care to watch her back.
REVERSED: When the Nine of Wands appears reversed, it can represent a reckless and
impatient attitude and approach to a situation.
It can also mean taking an overly cautious, almost paranoid stance, which blocks creativity
and progress.

TEN OF WANDS

The Ten of Wands is a card of feeling burdened,
being overloaded, and struggling to make it.
One person has taken on more than his share
of work. The Ten of Wands deals with a workaholic mentality, or someone who feels they are
constantly forced to do things the hard way. It’s
a card of resistance and fighting an uphill battle.
The character in this card sits upon a horse that
is strong, yet the hunter and all of his belongings
are too much for the horse to carry uphill with
the hot sun beating down upon them.
REVERSED: The Ten of Wands reversed can
represent a lightening of the load, or a release
in some of the pressure and responsibility. This
can be due to learning how to relinquish control
and delegate some responsibilities.
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PAGE OF WANDS

The Page of Wands represents a creative soul,
one who thinks outside of the box, and looks
upon new ventures and ideas with enthusiasm.
The Page in this card sits alone with her dragon
companion as she plays a tune on her flute. Her
energy is still young and unharnessed, yet it is
powerful. With focus, the Page of Wands can
develop her creative vision.
REVERSED: The reversed Page of Wands can
represent someone whose creative vision is
scattered and disorganized. This fickle person
has a short attention span and can’t stick with
one project long enough to see it through to
completion.

KNIGHT OF WANDS

The Knight of Wands is passionate, confident,
and full of life. He loves to sweep women off
their feet with his charm and adventurous
spirit. On the negative side, the Knight can be
arrogant, foolishly daring, and insensitive. The
Knight in this picture appears to be a bit of a
show-off with his exuberant energy. This card
is a reminder to those who tend to be rash and
quick to action to wait and think out their next
step more carefully.
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REVERSED: When the Knight of Wands is
reversed in a spread, it can represent a person
who is cocky, arrogant and rash. This Knight
reversed can indicate an irresponsible, jealous
or insensitive business or romantic partner.

QUEEN OF WANDS

The Queen of Wands is attractive, magnetic,
energetic, confident and warm. Although not
unnecessarily emotional, she is caring and sincere and draws people in with her cheerfulness
and optimism. Much like her familiar lion, the
Queen is strong and capable. She is a creative
visionary, and knows she is capable of accomplishing anything she sets her mind to. Her ability to soar like an eagle makes her very inspiring
to others, and is very much a part of her allure.
REVERSED: When the Queen of Wands appears reversed in a spread, it can represent
someone who is forgetful, disorganized, overly
emotional and easily distracted, as well as selfcentered and arrogant. This person is likely to
scatter their energies, lose focus, and hop from
one project or venture to the other without ever
seeing them through to completion.
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KING OF WANDS

The King of Wands is highly creative, ambitious, inspiring, bold and charismatic. The King
is strong, assertive, and a force to be reckoned
with. A true leader, much of the King’s power
comes from his energy, enthusiasm and vision.
The King’s companions are a dragon and a lion,
symbols of fire and strength. He possesses a
crystal ball, a symbol of inspiration and vision.
The King is so charming and magnetic, that he
often sweeps women off their feet. Unfortunately, as with his interests, he is fickle in love,
and as soon as the fires of his passion die down,
he is onto the next great thing.
REVERSED: The reversed King of Wands can
represent someone who is impatient, aggressive
and a foolish risk-taker. It can indicate someone
who is looking for the easy way out—to be a
success without putting in the effort. This person is possibly a con artist, using his charm to
manipulate people into getting what he wants.
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READING
WITH THE CARDS

It’s helpful to shuffle the cards the same way
each time you read, while thinking about your
question or situation. Your question should
be worded in such a way that it is concise and
straightforward. It should be a general question,
but not so vague that it’s not possible to get a
satisfying answer. “Yes” and “No” questions are
not ideal when reading the Tarot.
Once the deck is shuffled, fan the cards
out, face down, in order to choose the cards
for your spread. Be sure to choose them carefully, thoughtfully, and one at a time. Place each
chosen card in its position in the spread before
choosing the next. If you are reading reversals
you want to take special care not to invert the
cards while choosing.
For those who are familiar with the Tarot,
you probably have certain spreads that are your
favorites, or day-to-day spreads. For those just
starting out with Tarot, the Celtic Cross is probably the most popular and versatile spread.
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THE CELTIC CROSS
Position 1: Your Present Situation.
Position 2: The Opposing Card, or the card
that crosses or further explains the present
situation.
Position 3: The Foundation of the Situation.
Position 4: The Past as it relates to the
Situation.
Position 5: How you or others view the
Situation. This may or may not be an accurate
assessment of the actual Situation.
Position 6: The Immediate Future or next
change in the Situation.
Position 7: Psychological Motivations and
Reactions as they relate to the Situation.
Position 8: Outside Influences and
Relationships that affect the Situation.
Position 9: Conscious Hopes, Fears and
Expectations regarding the Situation.
Position 10: Final Outcome of the Situation.
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